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Abstract. Injection vulnerabilities pose a major threat to applicationlevel security. Some of the more common types are SQL injection, crosssite scripting and shell injection vulnerabilities. Existing methods for
defending against injection attacks, that is, attacks exploiting these vulnerabilities, rely heavily on the application developers and are therefore
error-prone.
In this paper we introduce CSSE, a method to detect and prevent injection attacks. CSSE works by addressing the root cause why such attacks
can succeed, namely the ad-hoc serialization of user-provided input. It
provides a platform-enforced separation of channels, using a combination
of assignment of metadata to user-provided input, metadata-preserving
string operations and context-sensitive string evaluation.
CSSE requires neither application developer interaction nor application
source code modifications. Since only changes to the underlying platform
are needed, it effectively shifts the burden of implementing countermeasures against injection attacks from the many application developers to
the small team of security-savvy platform developers. Our method is effective against most types of injection attacks, and we show that it is
also less error-prone than other solutions proposed so far.
We have developed a prototype CSSE implementation for PHP, a platform that is particularly prone to these vulnerabilities. We used our prototype with phpBB, a well-known bulletin-board application, to validate
our method. CSSE detected and prevented all the SQL injection attacks
we could reproduce and incurred only reasonable run-time overhead.
Key words: intrusion prevention, internal sensors, injection attacks,
web applications, PHP
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Introduction

In recent years we have seen a steady increase in the importance of applicationlevel security vulnerabilities, i.e., vulnerabilities affecting applications rather
?
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than the operating system or middleware of computer systems. Among applicationlevel vulnerabilities, the class of input validation vulnerabilities is the most
prominent one [11] and deserves particular attention.
Input validation vulnerabilities are flaws resulting from implicit assumptions
made by the application developer about the application input. More specifically,
input validation vulnerabilities exist when these assumptions can be invalidated
using maliciously crafted input to effect a change of application behavior that is
beneficial to the attacker.
Different types of input validation vulnerabilities exist, depending on the
invalid assumption. Buffer overflow vulnerabilities result from invalid assumptions on the maximum size of the input. Integer overflow attacks result from
invalid assumptions on the range of the input. Similarly, injection vulnerabilities result from invalid assumptions on the presence of syntactic content in the
application input. This work focuses on this last class of vulnerabilities and the
attacks exploiting them. In these attacks, the so-called injection attacks, the attacker provides maliciously crafted input carrying syntactic content that changes
the semantics of an expression in the application. The results are applicationdependent, but typically lead to information leakage, privilege escalation or execution of arbitrary commands.
This paper introduces Context-Sensitive String Evaluation (CSSE), which
is an intrusion detection and prevention method, for injection attacks. It offers
several advantages over existing techniques: it requires no knowledge of the application or application source code modifications and can therefore also be used
with legacy applications. It is highly effective against most types of injection
attacks, not merely the most common ones. It does not rely on the application developer, which makes it less error-prone. Finally, it is not tied to any
programming language and can be implemented on a variety of platforms.
CSSE effectively shifts the burden of implementing countermeasures against
injection attacks from the many application developers to the small team of
security-savvy platform developers. This is analogous to the way, for example,
the Java platform removed the burden of bounds checking from the application
developers, thereby making applications for the Java platform virtually immune
to buffer-overflow attacks. CSSE requires a separate implementation for every
platform one wants to protect. However, as the number of platforms is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the number of applications running on them,
these implementations can be implemented by security professionals and undergo
thorough testing.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it presents a unifying view
of injection vulnerabilities, which facilitates reasoning about this class of vulnerabilities and predicting new types of related vulnerabilities. Second, and central
to this paper, it introduces CSSE as a method for defending against injection
attacks by addressing the root cause of the problem.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses injection vulnerabilities and the conditions that enable them. Section 3 gives an overview on
related work. In Section 4 we provide a detailed overview of CSSE. Our CSSE
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prototype implementation for PHP is discussed in Section 5. In Section 6 we
present experimental results on the effectiveness and efficiency of our implementation. Finally, in Section 7, we present our conclusions and future work.

2

Injection Vulnerabilities

We introduce this class of vulnerabilities with a simple example that is vulnerable
to both SQL and shell injections. Next, we identify the root cause or underlying
reason why these vulnerabilities are present in applications. Finally, we present
a unifying view of the different types of injection vulnerabilities.
2.1

Important Properties of Injection Vulnerabilities

Injection vulnerabilities are programming flaws that allow an attacker to alter
the semantics of an expression in an application by providing input containing
syntactic content. In this section we give an example of code with SQL-injection
and shell-injection vulnerabilities to discuss some of the important properties of
these vulnerabilities.
The code below shows a realistic example of a part of a PHP application,
responsible for authentication by means of an e-mail address ($email) and a
numeric pincode ($pincode) against credentials stored in a database. The user is
successfully authenticated if a non-empty result set is returned.
$query = " SELECT * FROM users WHERE email = ’ " . $email . " ’ AND pincode = " .
$pincode ;
$result =      ( $query ) ;

This code is prone to several SQL injection attacks. If the attacker provides
“alice@host’ or ’0’=’1” (note the use of quotes) as e-mail address, the application executes a query, whose result is independent of the pincode provided.
Because of operator precedence, such a query will be equivalent to the one with a
single condition “email=’alice@host’”, thus allowing the attacker to bypass the
authentication logic. Similar attacks executed using the pincode variable, which
is used in a numeric context, do not require single quotes in the user input. For
example, by using a valid e-mail address (e.g., “alice@host”) and “0 or 1=1”
as a pincode, the attacker would again be able to authenticate without proper
credentials.
Continuing with our example to demonstrate a shell injection, the code shown
below sends a confirmation email to an email address provided.
$handle =   ( " / usr / bin / mail $email " ) ;
   ( $handle , ...) ; #write the message

In this case, any of the shell metacharacters (e.g., ‘, &&, ;, newline) in the email address field can be used to execute arbitrary commands on the server. For
example, if the attacker uses “alice@host && rm -rf .” as e-mail address, the
webserver would, in addition to sending an e-mail, try to remove all files from
the current directory.
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In all our examples, maliciously crafted input carries syntactic content. Content is considered syntactic, when it influences the form or structure of an expression. This change of structure ultimately results in altered expression semantics.
Which characters qualify as syntactic content depends on the context in which
the expression is used (e.g., SQL or shell command). Moreover, the context also
depends on how the input is used within the expression (e.g., string constant vs.
numeric pincode in an SQL statement in our example). Identifying all syntactic
content for the different contexts is thus a major challenge.
Removing single quotes and spaces from the input would prevent the attacks
we described, but would certainly not fend off all attacks. Other dangerous characters include comment sequences (--, /*, */) and semicolons (;), but also this
list is not exhaustive [8].
Moreover, database servers commonly extend the ANSI SQL standards with
proprietary features and helpfully correct small syntactic errors, e.g., allow the
use of double quotes (") instead of single quotes (’) for delimiting string contants. As the necessary checks are database-specific, an application can become
vulnerable by a mere change of the database backend.
2.2

The Root Cause

Injection vulnerabilities are commonly classified as input validation vulnerabilities. However, the example of Section 2.1 suggests that validating user input to
prevent these attacks is nontrivial and error-prone. Treating these vulnerabilities
as mere input validation vulnerabilities is therefore an oversimplification.
Instead, we should address their root cause, which can potentially yield a
less error-prone and more stable solution. Finding this root cause is equivalent
to unveiling the underlying reason why a vulnerability is present in a specific
system. In the case of vulnerabilities leading to injection attacks, this means
determining why specially crafted user input can be used to change the semantics
of an expression in the first place.
A common property of injection vulnerabilities is the use of textual representations of output expressions constructed from user-provided input. Textual representations are representations in a human-readable text form. Output
expressions are expressions that are handled by an external component (e.g.,
database server, shell interpreter).
User input is typically used in the data parts of output expressions, as opposed to developer-provided constants, which are also used in the control parts.
Therefore, user input should not carry syntactic content. In the event of an injection attack, specially crafted user input influences the syntax, resulting in a
change of the semantics of the output expression. We will refer to this process
as mixing of control and data channels.
Injection vulnerabilities are not caused by the use of textual representation
itself, but by the way the representation is constructed. Typically user-originated
variables are serialized into a textual representation using string operations
(string concatenation or string interpolation, as in our example). This process is
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intuitively appealing, but ultimately ad hoc: variables loose their type information and their serialization is done irrespectively of the output expression. This
enables the mixing of data and control channels in the application, leading to
injection vulnerabilities.
We thus consider the ad-hoc serialization of user input for creating the textual representation of output expressions as the root cause of injection attacks.
Ad-hoc serialization of user input (or variables in general) can lead to the
undesired mixing of channels, but has also some desirable properties. The most
important is that it is intuitively appealing and, consequently, more easily written and understood by the application developers. Second, for many types of
expressions (e.g., XPath, shell command) ad-hoc serialization of user input using string operations is the only way of creating the textual representation.
Considering this, a defense against injection attacks should enable the application developer to use the textual representation in a safe manner. CSSE
achieves this through a platform-enforced separation of the data and control
channels, thereby addressing the root cause of injection vulnerabilities, while at
the same time maintaining the advantages of textual representation and ad-hoc
serialization of user variables. We present the method in more detail in Section 4.
2.3

A Unifying View of Injection Vulnerabilities

Section 2.1 introduced some of the more common types of injection vulnerabilities, but several others exist. In this section we provide a unifying view of the
different types.
For any type of injection vulnerability to be present in an application, two
prerequisites need to be met. The first is that the application has to use an output
expression created using ad-hoc serialization of variables. The second is that the
output expression depends on user-provided input data, so it can be influenced
by the attacker. Hereafter, we will use the terms input vector and output vector
to refer to classes of input sources and output expressions, respectively.
In Table 1 we categorize some known examples of injection vulnerabilities
according to their input and output vectors, and provide a CAN/CVE [10] number if available. The cells in the table show possible avenues for different types
of injection vulnerabilities.
The rows of the table represent three coarse-grained categories of input vectors: network input, direct input and stored input. Network input consists of all
input provided by remote users. It is a combination of transport-layer input
(e.g., POST data and cookies in HTTP), and application-level input (e.g., a
SOAP request). Direct input, on the other hand, is input that is passed on via
a local interface, e.g., through a command-line interface or environment variables. Finally, stored input is input that does not come from the user directly,
but involves an intermediate storage step, e.g., in a database or an XML file.
Note that for some applications the distinction between network input and direct input may not be clear-cut (e.g., CGI applications access HTTP request
data through environment variables). We nonetheless distinguish between these
types as they most often use different programming interfaces.
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Table 1. Examples of different injection vulnerabilities with their CVE/CAN numbers.
The most common vulnerability types are marked in bold.

PP Output
PP
Input
P
Network input
(GET/POST)
Direct input
(arguments)
Stored input
(DB, XML)

Execute
(e.g., shell,
XSLT)

Query
(e.g., SQL,
XPath)

Locate
(e.g., URL, path)

Render
(e.g., HTML,
SVG)

Store
(e.g., DB, XML)

“phishing”
through XSS preparation for
(CAN-2003-0990) (CVE-2004-0035) (CAN-2004-1227) (CAN-2004-0359) th
n -order inj.
local path
command inj.
regexp inj.
PostScript inj.
traversal
(CAN-2001-0084)
(CAN-2003-0204)
nth -order SQL
XSS
preparation for
inj.
th
(CAN-2002-1493) (n+1) -ord. inj.
shell inj.

SQL inj.

path traversal

The columns of the table represent the output vectors or types of expressions
to be handled by the external components. We distinguish between the following
categories: execute, query, locate, render and store. The “execute” category covers expressions containing executable content, such as shell commands or PHP
scripts. The “query” category contains expressions that are used to select and
manipulate data from a repository, e.g., XPath, SQL or regular expressions. The
“locate” category is related to the previous one, but contains expressions that
help locating the repositories themselves, e.g., paths and URLs. Expressions in
the “render” categories contain information about the visualization of the data,
e.g., HTML, SVG and PostScript. Finally, the “store” category consists of expressions for storing data in a repository. This last category is special as the
cells of this column do not represent injection vulnerabilities, but rather the
“preparation” for higher-order injections.
Such higher-order injection are defined as injections in which the input inflicting the injection is saved in a persistent storage first. The actual injection
only happens when this stored data is being accessed and used. Well-known
examples of second-order injections are SQL injections and XSS, where stored
data, used in the creation of SQL queries and HTML output, is interpreted as a
part of SQL and HTML syntax, respectively. Attacks higher than second-order
are less common, but potentially more dangerous, as persistent data is usually
considered more trusted. Note that our definition of higher-order injection is
broader than that by Ollmann [13], which emphasizes its delayed nature. In our
approach, we focus on its basic characteristics, that is, the persistent storage
of offending data regardless whether its effect is immediate (as with some XSS
attacks) or not (as with the attacks shown by Ollmann).
The table provides a unifying view of all types of injection vulnerabilities.
We can use it to classify existing vulnerabilities, but it also provides insight into
vulnerabilities that we expect to appear in the future. For example, although
we have not yet seen any XPath injection vulnerabilities, it is likely that we
will see them appear as the underlying technologies become widely used. It
also shows that some vulnerabilities that typically are not regarded as injection
vulnerabilities, e.g., path traversal, are in fact very much related and can be
prevented using the same techniques as for other injection vulnerabilities.
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Figure 1 shows the dataflow in an application from the perspective of this paper. The data flows from multiple inputs and constants through a chain of string
operations to form the output expressions. The dashed lines depict the example
of Section 2.1 where a single input can result in different outputs depending on
the path in the flow graph. The difficulty of securing such an application lies in
the fact that all the possible paths between inputs and outputs have to be taken
into account.
Constants
Constants
Constants
Network Input:
GET, POST, cookie

Execute:
shell, XSLT,...
Query:
SQL, XPath,...

Textual Representations
Representations
Textual
Textual
Representations

Direct Input:
arguments, env.,...

Locate:
URL, path,...
Render:
HTML, SVG,...

Stored Input:
DB, XML, CSV,...
Input Filtering

Inputs

Store:
DB, XML,...

String Operations

Outputs

Fig. 1. Use of textual representation in an application. The dashed lines depict the
example of Section 2.1, where a single input can result in different outputs.

As an example, web applications have typically many different input vectors: GET and POST parameters, URL, cookies, authentication information
and other HTTP headers for every possible request. Moreover, input can come
from databases, XML files or other external sources. At the same time, a typical
web application can have several output vectors: HTML output for every page
that can possibly be generated, a database or XML file, e-mails, etc.
The large number of combinations makes adding the necessary input validation checks error-prone. This is not only true for web applications, but other
programs handling user input are also affected. However, for various reasons, web
applications tend to be particularly vulnerable. They are typically text-based,
are often constructed from loosely-coupled components and exist in a hostile
environment, where they receive a lot of untrusted user input. In addition, there
is often a lack of proper development tools and the security aspects are not the
main focus of the application developers.
What both Table 1 and Figure 1 cannot show is the impact a certain injection
vulnerability can have on the security of an application. For example, the SQL
injection in Section 2.1 leads to the possibility of authentication without proper
credentials. In other cases, an injection results in run-time errors, confidentiality
or integrity problems. The actual impact is thus highly situation-specific.

3

Related Work

The prevalence of attacks exploiting buffer-overflow vulnerabilities motivated a
considerable research effort focused on preventing and detecting these vulner-
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abilities. Considerably less attention has been given to the related problem of
injection vulnerabilities [3], which instead has been investigated mainly by practitioners [1, 2, 8, 12, 13]. We distinguish between two coarse-grained categories of
existing solutions: “safe ad-hoc serialization” and “serialization APIs”. In this
section we present them and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
Safe ad-hoc serialization The first category contains solutions facilitating safe
ad-hoc serialization. Manual input validation falls into this category, and because
of its conceptual simplicity it remains the most popular approach. It involves
manually checking all the user-provided input for syntactic content, which will
then be escaped or rejected. Tool support, typically in the form of an API, is
limited to predefined filters for certain output vectors. The use of these filters
remains the responsibility of the application developer.
Manual input validation is error-prone as it heavily relies on the application
developer. Implementing it correctly proves very difficult because of the following
issues. First, applications often have a large number of inputs and the handling
code is scattered throughout. Manually capturing all these inputs can therefore
be a daunting task. In addition, the checks are by necessity highly dependent
on the context and can be very complex for particular output vectors. Finally,
care has to be taken that the checks are performed at the right place, as checks
performed before the variable is in its final encoding may lead to encoding vulnerabilities. These exist when the validation can be foiled using special encoding,
e.g., with entities in XML or URL encoding.
Automated input validation is a second approach, which aims at making input
validation less error-prone by not relying on the application developer. The best
known example is “MagicQuotes” in PHP [14], which operates by validating all
input data at the time it is received. The second issue we raised for manual input
validation applies also to this approach, as the usage context is not fully known
when the validation is performed. Consequently, it is not defined what content
should be considered syntactic. Instead, common output vectors are assumed
and the validation is performed accordingly. This can lead to vulnerabilities
when the assumption proves incorrect.
Variable tainting in Perl [20] is a third approach, addressing the first issue of
manual input validation, namely the large number of inputs scattered throughout the code. It works by “tainting” all input to the application and warning
when dependent expressions are used without having undergone manual validation. The application developer still is responsible for implementing the actual
checks, but the tainting mechanism makes it less likely that necessary checks
are overlooked. Tainting of input variables, inspired by Perl, has also been applied to other languages for preventing buffer overflows. Larson and Austin [6],
instrument string operations in C programs to find software faults caused by
improperly bounded user input. Shankar et al. [17] use static taint analysis to
detect format string vulnerabilities in the compile phase.
The last approach in this category is provided by SQLrand [3], which prevents
SQL injections by separating commands encoded in the program code from usersupplied data. SQLrand is based on the assumption that syntactic parts of SQL
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commands can only appear as constants in the program code and should not be
provided by user input. SQLrand preprocesses the source code of applications
and replaces all SQL commands with encoded versions. The modified commands
are then intercepted by an SQL proxy, which enforces that only correctly encoded instructions are passed on to the database. The main disadvantages of
this approach are that it requires a complex setup and that it is specific to SQL.
Serialization APIs The second category consists of solutions that can be characterized as serialization APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). These APIs
assist the application developer in serializing variables and thus creating a safe
textual representation. They either do not use explicit textual representation
at all, and the representation is created using a programmatic API instead, or
they use special serialization templates, in which the textual representation is
created by the application developer and only the variables are serialized using
an API. An example of the former type is DOM (Document Object Model),
which provides programmatic support for creating XML documents, thereby, in
addition to its other advantages, preventing XML injection attacks. Examples
of the latter type include serialization templates for SQL, which exist for many
different programming languages: PreparedStatement in Java, ADOdb [7] in PHP
and Python, SQLCommand in VisualBasic and DBI [4] in Perl.
The key advantage of this approach is that the serialization is handled automatically by the platform. Although the method is less error-prone, some problems remain. First, the tool support is limited to some frequently used output
vectors. For example, there are prepared statements for SQL expressions and
DOM for XML, but we know of no similar tool support for XPath or regular expressions. Second, the application developer still is responsible for actively and
correctly using this mechanism. And third, there is a large number of legacy
applications that do not use this functionality or run on platforms that do not
provide this tool support.
Also in this category is the approach taken by Xen [9], which fully integrates
XML and SQL with object-oriented languages, such as C] . Xen extends the
language syntax by adding new types and expressions, which avoids ad-hoc serialization and thus prevents injection vulnerabilities. The disadvantage of this
method is that it cannot be easily applied to existing applications.

4

Context-Sensitive String Evaluation

In this section we provide a detailed description of CSSE and show how it compares to the existing methods for defending against injection attacks.
CSSE addresses the root cause of injection vulnerabilities by enforcing strict
channel separation, while still allowing the convenient use of ad-hoc serialization
for creating output expressions. A CSSE-enabled platform ensures that these
expressions are resistant to injection attacks by automatically applying the appropriate checks on the user-provided parts of the expressions. CSSE achieves
this by instrumenting the platform so that it is able to: (i) distinguish between
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Constants
Constants
Constants
Network Input:
GET, POST, cookie

Execute:
shell, XSLT,...

SELECT * FROM users WHERE email=’’
AND pincode=
/usr/bin/mail

Metadata
$email="alice@host",
$pincode="1234 or 1=1";

Direct Input:
arguments, env.,...

Query:
SQL, XPath,...
TextualRepresentations
Representations
Textual
Textual
Representations

Metadata

Stored Input:
DB, XML, CSV,...

SELECT * FROM users WHERE email=’alice@host’
AND pincode=1234 or 1=1

Render:
HTML, SVG,...

/usr/bin/mail alice@host

Metadata

Metadata

Inputs

Locate:
URL, path,...

Metadata
Assignment

Store:
DB, XML,...
Metadata-Preserving
String Operations

Context-Sensitive
String Evaluation

Outputs

Fig. 2. Using CSSE to preserve the metadata of string representations and allow for
late string evaluation. Shades represent string fragments originating from the user.

the user- and developer-provided parts of the output expressions, and (ii) determine the appropriate checks to be performed on the user-provided parts.
The first condition is achieved through a tracking system that adds metadata
to all string fragments in an application in order to keep track of the fragments’
origin. The underlying assumption is that string fragments originating from the
developer are trusted, while those originating from user-provided input are untrusted. The assignment of the metadata is performed without interaction of
the application developer or modification of the application source code, and
is instead achieved through the instrumentation of the input vectors (e.g., network, file) of the CSSE-enabled platform. CSSE further instruments the string
operations to preserve and update the metadata assigned to their operands. As
a result, the metadata allows us to distinguish between the developer-provided
(trusted) and user-provided (untrusted) parts of the output expressions at any
stage in their creation. Figure 2 illustrates the dataflow of the vulnerable application executed in a CSSE-enabled platform.
The second condition is achieved by deferring the necessary checks to a very
late stage, namely up to the moment when the application calls the API function to pass the output expression on to the handling component (output vector). CSSE intercepts all API calls related to output vectors, and derives the
type of output vector (e.g., MySQL, shell) from the actual function called (e.g.,
mysql_query(), exec()). This allows CSSE to apply the checks appropriate for
this particular output vector.
At this point, CSSE knows the complete context. The first part of the context is provided by the metadata, which describes the fragments of the output
expression that require checking. The second part of the context is provided
by examining the intercepted call to the API function, which determines which
checks will be executed. CSSE then uses this context information to check the
unsafe fragments for syntactic content. Depending on the mode CSSE is used
in, it can escape the syntactic content or prevent the execution of the dangerous
content (both intrusion prevention) or raise an alert (intrusion detection).
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The novelty of our method lies in its ability to automatically gather all the
required pieces of information that allow it to perform the necessary checks for
detecting and preventing injection vulnerabilities. A CSSE implementation is
platform-specific, but effective for all applications executed on this platform. No
analysis or modification of the application is required, except for very rare cases
where user-provided input is explicitly trusted. This will be further discussed in
the remainder of this section.
CSSE compares favorably to the existing methods described in Section 3.
Because its checks are platform-enforced and performed when the expression is
already encoded, it has none of the disadvantages that make the existing safe
ad-hoc serialization methods error-prone. It also has several advantages over
serialization APIs, as it is applicable to a wide variety of output vectors, requires
no application developer actions and can also be used on legacy applications.
In the remainder of this section, we describe four logical parts that make
up a CSSE implementation: metadata representation, metadata assignment,
metadata-preserving string operations and context-sensitive string evaluation.
The first three form the metadata tracking system, whereas the last part is responsible for determining and executing the appropriate checks. Here, we focus
on the architectural aspects; the implementation will be discussed in Section 5.
Metadata Representation: In CSSE, the term “metadata” refers to information
about the origin (user-provided or developer-provided) of all the fragments that
make up string variables. Conceptually, this metadata is attached to the string
variables, as it travels with them through the application.
However, the actual implementation of the metadata is highly platformdependent. For example, the metadata can be stored either in a platform-wide
repository or indeed as part of the actual data object. Also, the metadata itself
can be represented in several ways, e.g., using a bitmap or a list of pointers
delimiting different parts of an expression. Finally, the absence of metadata for
a variable can also implicitly carry information on its origin.
CSSE metadata is similar to variable taint in Perl, as it also denotes the origin
of the string variables and thus whether they are trusted or untrusted. However,
for our method a richer metadata representation is needed. While variable taint
in Perl only describes if there exists a fragment of the string variable originating
from the user, CSSE metadata describes the origin of all the individual fragments
that make up a string variable (cf. shaded fragments in Figure 2).
It is also possible to use the CSSE metadata to track a “history” of the
data, by keeping track of the chain of operations performed on its fragments
(e.g., filtering, escaping quotes) to ensure that the validation method applied is
appropriate to the output vector (e.g., checking for database metacharacters is
inappropriate when the variable is used as a part of a shell command). However,
in the remainder of the paper we limit the scope of the metadata to describing
origin, as this is sufficient for our purposes.
Metadata Assignment: A CSSE-enabled platform automatically assigns metadata to all string variables. For user-provided input, this is achieved through
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the instrumentation of the input vectors of the platform. When the application
receives input from the user, e.g. in the form of an HTTP parameter, the instrumented platform API will ensure that the received variables are provided
with the appropriate metadata, marking them untrusted. On the other hand,
static string constants present in the program code are automatically considered
safe. There is no need for the application developer to modify them or anyhow
indicate how they will be used (e.g., as an SQL or shell command, HTML code).
For a CSSE-enabled platform protecting web applications, the instrumentation of the HTTP input vector is the most important, as this is the normal
avenue for user-provided input. Other input vectors include application parameters (e.g., environment or run-time parameters) and data read from a persistent
storage (e.g., databases and XML files).
If the application uses the persistent storage as both an input vector and
an output vector, higher-order injections can occur. To prevent this, CSSE also
requires that the metadata be made persistent so that is can be restored later.
If the CSSE implementation does not support this functionality, it may not be
able to prevent all higher-order injection attacks. In such a scenario, CSSE could
mark all the input from persistent storage as untrusted, which would prevent
higher-orders attacks but may result in false positives (cf. Section 6.2).
CSSE can also provide a programming interface to access the metadata directly. This allows the application developer to address special cases, such as
when data read from a potentially unsafe source is explicitly trusted, or when
untrusted data is used in a non-typical context.
Metadata-Preserving String Operations: As we have seen in Section 2, output expressions are typically constructed from application constants and user-provided
input, using a chain of string operations, e.g., concatenation, substrings, case
conversion or regexp matching.
We want to make sure that the metadata assigned to the string variables
“survives” this chain of operations. Similar to the instrumentation of the input
vectors for the metadata assignment, CSSE also instruments the string functions
provided by the platform. These instrumented string functions are metadataaware, and will update the metadata of their operands.
The complexity of the instrumentation depends on the particular string function. In many cases, this will be trivial, e.g., a function that changes the case of a
string does not change the origin of the string fragments and thus only copying
of the metadata is required. In other cases, more logic might be needed, e.g.,
string concatenation of two strings involves merging the metadata of the two
strings. The number of string operations in a platform is typically quite large,
and for CSSE to be complete, the entire set requires instrumentation.
The metadata in CSSE uses a string abstraction, as opposed to the lower-level
internal representation of strings (i.e., byte or character arrays). In the rare cases
where applications manipulate the internal representation of the data directly,
CSSE might not be able to ensure up-to-date metadata. This can potentially
lead to false positives or false negatives (cf. Section 6.2).
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The three parts discussed above, form the metadata tracking system of CSSE.
When these parts are implemented, it is possible to distinguish between the userprovided and developer-provided parts of the output expressions at any stage of
their creation. This satisfies the first condition mentioned earlier.
Context-Sensitive String Evaluation: Context-sensitive string evaluation is the
final part of CSSE, and is responsible for determining and executing the checks
that ensure strict channel separation in the output expressions. This is again
achieved by an instrumentation of the platform, in this case the output vectors.
This ensures that when the application calls an output vector to “execute” an
output expression, CSSE is able to intercept the execution.
At this point, the complete context is known. The metadata of the output
expression describes the origin of the data and thus determines parts of the
expression that require checking. The function called by the application provides
the second part of the context: the output vector the expression is intended for,
and, following from this, the required checks.
For example, when an application calls mysql_query(), the CSSE instrumentation of this output vector intercepts this call. As CSSE instruments the function called, it is also aware that the function is responsible for the MySQL output
vector and can thus determine the required checks on the untrusted fragments
of the output expression.
For some output vectors, CSSE has to perform a limited syntactic analysis
of the output expression. This is illustrated with the example of Section 2.1. In
a single SQL query, the string constant and numerical constant have different
interpretations and thus require different checks. Another example is HTML,
where the same is true for elements, attributes and character-data parts. The
complexity of the syntactic analysis required depends on the output vector.
When CSSE detects user-originated variable fragments that carry syntactic
content in a given context, it is able to prevent the injection attack or raise an
alert. The actual measures taken for preventing the attack depend on both the
implementation and the particular output vector. Typically, CSSE escapes the
offending content or blocks the request.

5

Implementation

CSSE is a generally applicable method, not tied to any particular platform. There
are, however, several reasons why we chose PHP [14] as the target platform for
our prototype implementation. First, PHP applications are particularly prone
to injection vulnerabilities, owing to the lack of strict typing and proper APIs
for data serialization. Second, numerous open-source PHP web applications are
available, which allows us to easily validate our method and implementation.
Finally, the platform itself is open-source, which enabled us to make the modifications described in this section.
CSSE can be implemented in different layers of the software stack. In particular, CSSE can be implemented either in the application itself or in the platform
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executing the application. The former requires modifications to the application,
which need to be automated to retain one of the most important advantages of
CSSE, namely, that it does not rely on the application developer. This can be
achieved using a source code preprocessor that instruments the relevant function
calls and operations. A more elegant and flexible solution makes use of the aspectoriented programming [5] (AOP) paradigm to weave the necessary functionality
into the application code, either at compile or at run time. As AOP implementations for PHP [18] do not yet support the necessary features (intercepting string
operations, not merely function calls), in our prototype we implemented CSSE
using the second approach, i.e., by modifying the PHP platform.
The modifications to the PHP platform, comprised of the PHP interpreter
and run-time libraries, entail the implementation of the four CSSE parts described in Section 4: metadata representation, metadata assignment, metadatapreserving string operations and context-sensitive string evaluation. Implementing these in an existing platform is not a trivial task and, in the case of PHP,
involves numerous changes to a sparsely documented C code (see Appendix A
for a detailed list of the modified files and code snippets).
The goal of our prototype implementation of CSSE is threefold. First, it
is a tool to illustrate our method and gain insight in the complexity involved
in implementing it for an existing platform. Second, it allows us to test and
demonstrate its effectiveness on a real-world application. Finally, it provides us
with an estimate of the performance impact incurred by CSSE. As a goal of our
prototype is a proof of concept, we have implemented the four parts of CSSE
described in Section 4 up to the level that they support the aforementioned goal.
The prototype described here is based on the version 5.0.2 of the PHP platform. We modified it such that CSSE can be selectively turned on or off depending on the particular application being executed. The scope of our implementation is to prevent SQL injections in web applications. Therefore, for the input
vectors, we focused on those related to HTTP, i.e., GET, POST, cookies and
other HTTP parameters, and for the output vectors we focused on MySQL. Our
prototype implements the four CSSE parts as follows:
Metadata Representation: CSSE requires that every string variable originating
from user input have metadata associated with it. In our prototype we use a
central metadata repository, which is implemented as a hash table indexed by
the zval pointer — a dynamic memory structure representing a variable in PHP.
The metadata itself is represented as a bitmap of the length of a string, indicating the origin of each character. Currently, we use only one bit of information
per character, to indicate whether certain data is user-provided. As discussed
in Section 4, the remaining bits can be used to keep track of different possible
origins of the data (e.g., user input, data read from the database, escaped user
input and escaped data read from the database).
String variables that contain only parts that are not user-provided are identified by the absence of metadata. This improves both run-time performance
and memory efficiency. It should, however, be noted that memory efficiency was
not one of the design goals of our prototype implementation. By using more
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efficient memory representation, the memory efficiency of our prototype could
be substantially improved.
Metadata Assignment: When an HTTP request is received by the PHP engine,
all user input is imported into PHP variable space. We instrumented the appropriate functions to associate the proper metadata with each of the variables
during the import phase. In addition, we also mark all strings read from the
database as untrusted, thereby preventing second-order attacks (cf. Table 1).
Assigning metadata to variables imported from the environment and HTTP
requests (GET, POST, cookies and authentication information) required modifications to only one function, namely the one responsible for registering of external variables as PHP variables (php_register_variable_ex). Other input vectors
(e.g., database input) require modifications to appropriate external modules,
e.g., ext/mysql in the case of MySQL.
Metadata-Preserving String Operations: Once the appropriate metadata is assigned to a string variable, it has to be preserved and updated during the entire
lifetime of this variable. To meet this requirement, we instrumented a set of important string operations to make them metadata-preserving. This set includes
the most common string operations used in the creation of expressions and consists of string concatenation, string interpolation (e.g., "constant $var1 $var2"),
and the function that escapes metacharacters in the data (addslashes), and was
sufficient for performing the evaluation detailed in the next section. We identified that in a complete implementation, 92 functions (out of the total of 3468
functions in PHP) would require instrumentation. Note that in most cases the
instrumentations involves copying the entire or parts of metadata associated
with the input string.
String operations are very common in applications, and thus special care has
to be taken to minimize the performance impact of CSSE on this type of operations. In a typical application, most string operations will be performed on
operands that contain no metadata, i.e., on variables that are not user-provided.
We have addressed this by implementing the metadata-preserving string operations in such a way that the overhead is negligible in the absence of metadata
(one hash table lookup for each operand to check whether metadata exists).
Context-Sensitive String Evaluation: In our prototype we focused on MySQL, a
very common output vector for web applications. This required the instrumentation of all the functions responsible for MySQL query execution. When these
functions are called, they will use the available metadata and knowledge about
the output vector to perform the necessary checks on the executed expressions.
When the function that sends the MySQL query to the database is called, it
is intercepted by CSSE. Prior to execution, CSSE checks whether there is any
metadata associated with the SQL expression and if so it performs the necessary checks on the untrusted parts. In the case of MySQL, we require a limited syntactical analysis of the expression that distinguishes between string constants (e.g., SELECT * from table where user=’$username’) and numerical con-
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stants (e.g., SELECT * from table where id=$id). Our method removes all unsafe
characters (unescaped single quotes in the first case and all non-numeric characters in the second case) before sending the query to the database server.

6

Experimental Results

This section focuses on testing of the effectiveness and performance of CSSE
on a real-world PHP application. It is important to note that our prototype
was designed without analyzing the source code of this application. Instead, we
determined the set of string operations and input and output vectors relevant
for our prototype based upon our knowledge of web applications in general. This
provides some credibility that our method is valid and will achieve similar results
with other applications.
For our experiments, we opted for the popular open-source bulletin-board
application phpBB [15], based on the following three reasons. First, phpBB is
widely used and thus results are relevant to a large user community. Second, it
has a high degree of complexity and thus our validation shows that the prototype
works effectively on non-trivial examples. Finally, phpBB has been know for
injection vulnerabilities in its older versions [16]. In our experiments we used
version 2.0.0 (dated April 04, 2002), in which several injection vulnerabilities
have been identified.
6.1

Preventing Injection Attacks

At the time of writing, there were 12 SQL injection vulnerabilities pertaining
to phpBB v2.0.x in the Bugtraq database [16]. We were able to successfully
reproduce seven attacks exploiting these vulnerabilities (Bugtraq IDs: 6634, 9122,
9314, 9942, 9896, 9883, 10722). The other five were either specific to versions later
than 2.0.0 or we were not able to reproduce them.
For our experiments, we applied the exploits for these vulnerabilities with
CSSE disabled and made sure that they succeed. Subsequently, we enabled CSSE
and repeated the attacks. The initial prototype prevented six of these seven
attacks, without adversely affecting the usability of the phpBB. The seventh
attack (Bugtraq ID 6634), was also prevented after we instrumented an additional
string function, implode, used by phpBB.
Examination of the source code reveals that by applying syntactic checks for
HTML and script evaluation, our prototype would also prevent known XSS and
script-injection vulnerabilities in phpBB. We discuss script injections further in
Appendix B, where we show how CSSE would prevent a vulnerability exploited
by the recent worm “Santy”.
To illustrate how CSSE works, we will show how it prevented one of the seven
vulnerabilities — the vulnerability with Bugtraq ID 9112. The vulnerability is
caused by the following code in search.php:
1

{ code }
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$search_id = (    ( $HTTP_GET_VARS [ ’ search_id ’ ]) ) ? $HTTP_GET_VARS [ ’
search_id ’] : ’ ’;
{ code }
 (   ( $search_id ) )
{
$sql = " SELECT search_array FROM " . SEARCH_TABLE . " WHERE search_id =
AND session_id = ’" . $userdata [ ’ session_id ’] . " ’" ;
 $search_id
(!( $result = $db - > sql_query ( $sql ) ) )
{ code }
{ code }

The variable $search_id has all the quotes escaped, either by PHP interpreter
(if the “MagicQuotes” option is enabled) or automatically by the script and
therefore the quotes are not a problem here. The problem is that the variable
is used in a numerical context, where the metacharacters are any non-numerical
characters. The condition in the comparison in line 4 evaluates to true when a
non-zero numerical prefix in the variable exists, not when the variable contains
only a numerical value (what the developer probably meant). As a result of this
invalid comparison, the code is vulnerable to injection attacks. For example,
providing the following value as a $search_id variable “1 or 1=1”, executes the
following query in the database:


search_array
XXX



    

search_id =

1

or 1=1



session_id =

When CSSE is enabled, metadata associated with variable $sql marks the fragment “1 or 1=1” as originating from the user. Before the actual query is executed
(line 7), CSSE parses the content of the above SQL query and determines that
user-originated data (marked in gray) appears in the numerical context. Therefore, it detects and removes the part of user-originated data that is not allowed
to occur in this context (marked in black). The result is the same as if the variable had been casted to an integer using intval($search_id) function, but the
entire process is completely transparent to the application developer.
6.2

False Positives and False Negatives

There are two types of errors related to intrusion detection and prevention methods, generally referred to as false positives and false negatives. In this context,
false positive are events, in which legitimate actions are considered malicious
and therefore blocked. Conversely, false negatives are events, in which malicious
actions go undetected.
We have shown that CSSE is an effective method for defending against injection attacks, however, in some situations false positives or false negatives can
appear. We identified the following three scenarios:
Incomplete implementations: A complete CSSE implementation requires that all
relevant input vectors, string operations and output vectors are instrumented.
For example, when a string operation that is not instrumented is used on partially untrusted data, the metadata attached to this data might be lost or outdated. In the first case, this might result in false negatives. In the second case,
this might result in false positives or false negatives.
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Defending against higher-order injections requires special attention. For CSSE
to correctly address this class of injection vulnerabilities, metadata associated
with persistent data has to be made persistent as well. If this functionality is not
implemented, as is the case with our prototype, this might lead to either false
positives or false negatives depending on the default policy of input retrieved
from persistent storage.
Incorrect implementations: A second scenario, in which false positives or false
negatives might occur, is the incorrect implementation of one of the parts that
make up CSSE. The instrumentation of the output vectors is the most complex
part, as this requires a limited syntactic analysis of the output expressions, and
is therefore most prone to implementation errors. This might result in either
false positives or false negatives.
For example, in our SQL implementation, we assumed that a user-supplied
part might occur in a string or numeric constant. This works well with MySQL,
but other databases may require more complicated checks or syntactic analysis.
Another example is related to XSS attacks. Whereas preventing all HTML tags
in a text is very simple, preventing only unsafe HTML tags requires a more
complex analysis of the document (e.g., even a potentially safe <b> tag can have
a onMouseOver attribute followed by a script, Bugtraq ID: 6248).
It is worth stressing that CSSE needs to be implemented only once per platform, and can therefore be developed by specialists and be subject to stringent
testing.
Invalid assumptions: A third scenario pertains to the assumptions made in
CSSE. In rare situations where these assumptions do not hold, this might again
lead to false positives or false negatives.
One important assumption on which CSSE is built, is that user-provided data
does not carry syntactic content. In some special cases we do trust user-provided
data and thus allow the syntactic content in this data. In a CSSE-enabled platform this will result in false positives. However, there are two methods for alleviating this problem: CSSE can be selectively enabled depending on the application
and certain data can be explicitly marked as trusted using a provided API.
The second assumption is related to the string representation. CSSE operates
on a string-abstraction representation of data. When an application performs
direct manipulations on the lower-level representation, e.g., a character array,
CSSE might not be able to update the metadata properly. In such a situation, to
prevent false positives or false negatives, metadata should be manually updated
by the application developer using a provided API.
6.3

Run-Time Measurements

We also analyzed the impact of CSSE on the performance of PHP. We performed
five tests in which we measured the execution time:
T1-cgi: Requesting the webpage phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=1, containing the content of one forum. This operation involves several database reads and writes
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(including creating and storing a new session ID). PHP was running as a
CGI application.
T1-mod: The same test as T1-cgi, except that PHP was running as an Apache2
module.
T2-cgi: Requesting the webpage phpBB2/profile.php?mode=editprofile&sid=, containing the content of one forum with a valid session ID. This test involved
several database reads and complex output formatting with many string
operations (creating a complex form with user-supplied data). PHP was
running as a CGI application.
T2-mod: The same test as T2-cgi, except that PHP was running as an Apache2
module.
T3-CLI: This test was the standard PHP test (script run-tests.php) included
in PHP source code. This test runs tests designed by the PHP-platform
developers to test the correctness of PHP3 . Note that these tests do not
involve a web-server and are usually not I/O intensive, therefore the expected
impact of CSSE should be lower than with T1 and T2.
The results obtained are shown in Table 2. Tests T1-cgi, T1-mod, T2-cgi,
T2-mod were executed 600 times of which the first 100 times were discarded to
prevent caching artifacts. The timings were calculated by the Apache server.
Because of the long run time, the last test was executed only 20 times. The
table also shows 95% confidence intervals for each set of experiments. All measurements were done on a single machine with a Pentium M processor running
at 1.7 GHz, 1 GB of RAM, running Linux 2.6.8. We tested PHP in the following
three configurations:
Unpatched: Normal PHP source code, compiled with the standard options.
CSSE disabled: PHP was patched to include CSSE; however, CSSE was disabled by the run-time configuration option. The overhead is checking the
state of a PHP global configuration flag in each of the modified methods.
CSSE enabled: PHP was patched to include CSSE, and CSSE was enabled.
Note that the tests produced identical output in all three configurations,
varying only in execution time.
6.4

Run-Time Overhead

We observed that the total run-time overhead does not exceed 8% of the total
run time if PHP runs as a CGI application and is surprisingly higher, namely,
17%, if PHP runs as an Apache2 module. This is shown in Figure 3, where
black bars represent the execution time of an unpatched PHP, grey bars show
the overhead with CSSE disabled, and light grey bars indicate the overhead of
CSSE. As expected, the performance overhead for non-I/O intensive operations
(the last test with a standalone PHP interpreter), is only around 2% of the total
execution time.
3

In our experiments, 5 out of 581 tests run by run-tests.php failed (not all the
modules were compiled and many other tests were skipped). This was not related to
CSSE, and we obtained the same result with the original PHP code.
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Table 2. Run-time overhead evaluation: execution time for different tests. Errors shown
are 95% confidence intervals with sample size 500 (20 for the last column).
Test Name

T1 (phpbb2 get)
CGI

Type

T2 (phpbb2 get)

mod apache

CGI

mod apache

T3 (PHP
tests)
CLI

61.67 ± 0.23 61.12 ± 0.28 58.59 ± 0.07 57.87 ± 0.07 21.19 ± 0.06
ms
ms
ms
ms
s
62.22 ± 0.24 62.85 ± 0.29 58.85 ± 0.06 59.41 ± 0.08 21.28 ± 0.05
CSSE disabled
ms
ms
ms
ms
s
66.42 ± 0.29 71.54 ± 0.37 61.29 ± 0.07 66.63 ± 0.09 21.67 ± 0.07
CSSE enabled
ms
ms
ms
ms
s
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5

Execution Time Increase [%]
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70

Unpatched

T1−cgi

T1−mod

T2−cgi

T2−mod

T1−cgi

T1−mod

T2−cgi

T2−mod

T3−CLI

Fig. 3. Run-time overhead evaluation: request processing time and the relative increase
for different tests. Black bars show total run time, gray bars show the run-time overhead
with CSSE disabled and light gray bars show the overhead with CSSE enabled.

It is important to stress that these numbers should be interpreted in the context of the goals set for our prototype in Section 5. As the prototype is limited
to the most commonly used string operations, our measurements will underestimate the actual performance impact. However, this underestimation is very
small as the calls of the instrumented string functions account for a preponderance of the total number of string function calls. Additionally, our prototype is
not optimized for performance and, for example, using an alternative metadata
representation as zval values would have a positive impact on performance.
Contrary to our expectations, CSSE overhead was more than 2.5 times higher
when PHP was running as a module, rather than as a CGI application, even with
a simple flag check to determine whether CSSE is enabled. This is most likely due
to some threading issues, resulting in loading the entire run-time configuration
data in each string operation, which can possibly be avoided with more careful
prototype design (see TSRMLS_FETCH call in Appendix A).
Another interesting observation is that PHP running as an Apache2 module
does not yield any significant performance increase in comparison with a CGI
application. We attribute this to our experiment setup, in which the PHP interpreter was already cached in the memory and was running only a single task.
During normal operation, Apache2 modules are noticeably faster than CGI.
To conclude, the overall performance overhead is application-dependent. Our
tests suggest that it ranges from 2% for applications with few I/O operations to
around 10% for typical web applications with PHP running with a webserver.
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In the current implementation, strings containing at least one untrusted part
consume twice as much memory as do their normal counterparts. To investigate
the memory efficiency of CSSE we analyzed the heap allocation of CSSE-enabled
PHP run with tests T1 and T2 using Valgrind [19]. In both cases the impact of
CSSE was at around 2% (40kB increase for a total of ca. 2MB allocated heap).
This is intuitive as only a small amount of memory allocated by PHP is used
for storing PHP variables, only some of which contain strings with user data.
Obviously, these results are application-dependant, but should be similar for
typical web applications.
As we already mentioned, various optimization techniques can be applied to
reduce this additional memory storage, but this was beyond the scope of our
prototype. Our results show that even with this inefficient implementation the
memory impact is negligible.

7

Conclusions & Future Work

Injection vulnerabilities form an important problem in application-level security.
In this work we identified the root cause of these vulnerabilities—the ad-hoc serialization of user-provided input. In addition, we provided a unifying view of
injection vulnerabilities, which facilitates reasoning about this class of vulnerabilities and allows for the prediction of new types of related vulnerabilities.
Based on our improved understanding, we developed Context-Sensitive String
Evaluation (CSSE), a novel method for defending against injection attacks.
CSSE addresses the root cause of injection vulnerabilities by enforcing strict
channel separation, while still allowing the convenient use of ad-hoc serialization. CSSE is transparent to the application developer, as the necessary checks
are enforced at the platform level: neither modification nor analysis of the applications is required. As a result, it is advantageous over the two categories of
related solutions: safe ad-hoc serialization and serialization APIs.
CSSE works by an automatic marking of all user-originated data with metadata about its origin and ensuring that this metadata is preserved and updated
when operations are performed on the data. The metadata enables a CSSEenabled platform to automatically carry out the necessary checks at a very late
stage, namely when the output expressions are ready to be sent to the handling
component. As at this point the complete context of the output expressions is
known, CSSE is able to independently determine and execute the appropriate
checks on the data it previously marked unsafe.
We developed a prototype implementation of CSSE for the PHP platform,
and evaluated it with phpBB, a large real-life application. Our prototype prevented all known SQL injection attacks, with a performance impact of ca. 10%.
As ongoing work, we are instrumenting the remaining string operations and
output vectors to prevent more sophisticated injection attacks, including XSS
attacks, and evaluate CSSE with other applications. We will also develop an
application-level implementation of CSSE for a platform that supports the aspectoriented programming paradigm.
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A

Detailed Modifications of PHP source code

In this section we provide a more detailed description of all modifications made
to the source code of the PHP interpreter v. 5.0.2 discussed in Section 5. The
list of modified PHP files and sample modifications are shown.
main/main.c:338: Configuration option metadata_csse, to enable run-time con-

figuration.
main/main.c:1370: Initialization of CSSE related structures.
main/php_variables:187: Adding metadata to newly registered variables (GET,

POST, COOKIE).
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Input Vectors −− importing v a r i a b l e s in main/ p h p v a r i a b l e s . c
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
PHPAPI   p h p _ r e g i s t e r _ v a r i a b l e _ e x (  
* var , zval * val , pval *
track_vars_array TSRMLS_DC ) {
}
 { code
 METADATA_CSSE
/∗∗∗∗∗ r e g i s t e r in a hash t a b l e ∗∗∗∗/
 (( PG ( metadata_csse ) ) && ( Z_TYPE_P ( gpc_element ) == IS_STRING ) ) {
a d d O r U p d a t e A n d F r e e M e t a d a t a ( gpc_element , allocMetadata ( gpc_element ,1) ) ;
}



 

{ code }
}

Zend/zend.c:293: Checking metadata and overriding printing function (e.g.,
echo, print).
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Output Vectors −− preventing XSS a t t a c k s in Zend/zend . c ∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗/
ZEND_API  z e n d _ p r i n t _ z v a l _ e x ( z e n d _ w r i t e _ f u n c _ t write_func , zval * expr ,
 indent ) {
{ code }
 
 METADATA_CSSE
TSRMLS_FETCH () ;
 (( PG ( metadata_csse ) ) &&( getMetadata ( expr ) != NULL ) ) {
{ metadata handling }
}

 



{ code }
}

Zend/zend_execute:xxx: Overriding assignment operator (over 30 modification

at various places in the code).
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Context−Preserving String Operations −− assignment (more than
30 modifications ) in Zend/ zend execute . c ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
   inline   z e n d _ a s s i g n _ t o _ v a r i a b l e ( znode * result , znode * op1 ,
znode * op2 , zval * value ,  type , temp_variable * Ts TSRMLS_DC ) {
{ in different places }
* variable_ptr = * value ;
COPY_METADATA ( variable_ptr , value ) ;
zval_copy_ctor ( value ) ;
{ or (temporary data) }
* variable_ptr = * value ;
MOVE_METADATA ( variable_ptr , value ) ;
}

Zend/zend_variables:xxx: Overriding destructor of variables and temporary

variables.
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Zend/zend_operators:xxx: Overriding string operators.
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Context−Preserving String Operations −− concatenation in Zend/
zend operators . c ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
ZEND_API  concat_function ( zval * result , zval * op1 , zval * op2 TSRMLS_DC
)
{
code here }
 { initial
 METADATA_CSSE
TSRMLS_FETCH () ;
 ( PG ( metadata_csse ) ) {
MetadataEntry * e1 = getMetadata ( op1 ) ;
MetadataEntry * e2 = getMetadata ( op2 ) ;
{ metadata handling }
}



 

{ the rest of the code }

ext/standard/string.c:xxx: Overriding string operations (instrumenting all rel-

evant functions).
ext/mysql/php_mysql.c:xxx: Overriding query execution (output vector) and

returning of the results (input vector for second-order injection attacks).
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Output Vectors −− using o f v a r i a b l e s in e x t /mysql/php mysql . c
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
     p h p _ m y s q l _ d o _ q u e r y _ g e n e r a l ( zval ** query , zval ** mysql_link ,
  link_id , zval ** db ,   use_store , zval * return_value TSRMLS_DC )
{
 
 METADATA_CSSE
 (( PG
( metadata_csse ) ) &&( getMetadata (* query ) != NULL ) ) {
{ metadata code }
}

 



{ code }
}

Zend/metadata.c,.h: Files implementing CSSE-related functions.
configure.in: Overriding query execution (output vector) and returning of the

results (input vector for second-order injections).
PHP for CGI application and standard tests (test T3) was configured with the
following options: --enable-metadata-csse --with-mysql --with-config-file-path=$PWD.
PHP as an Apache2 module was configured with the following options: --enable-metadata-csse
--with-mysql --with-config-file-path=$PWD --with-apxs2=<path>.
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How CSSE Would Prevent the “Santy” Worm

The recent (Dec. 22, 2004) outbreak of the “Santy” worm exploiting the vulnerability Bugtraq ID 10701 in phpBB made us take a closer look at this vulnerability.
This was one of the remaining five vulnerabilities which not present in phpBB v
2.0.0 we used. We found that the culprit was a one-line code in file viewtopic.php
(line 9 in the code snippet below), added to phpBB in later versions than the
one we used in our prototype.

2
4

6
8

$words =     ( ’ ’ , 
(           ( urldecode ( $HTTP_GET_VARS [ ’
highlight ’ ]) ) ) ) ;
{ code }
  ( $i = 0; $i <     ( $words ) ; $i ++)
 (  ( $words [ $i ]) != ’ ’) {
$highlight_match .= (( $highlight_match != ’ ’) ? ’| ’ : ’ ’) . str_replace
( ’* ’ , ’\ w * ’ , phpbb_preg_quote ( $words [ $i ] , ’# ’) ) ;
}
}
{ code }
$message = str_replace ( ’ \" ’ , ’" ’ ,   (        ( ’ #(\ >(((? >([^ > <]+|(? R
) ) ) *) \ <) ) # se’ ,
" preg_replace ( ’#\ b ( " . $highlight match . " ) \ b
# i ’, ’< span style = \" color :# " . $theme [ ’ fontcolor3 ’] . " \" > <b >\\\\1 </ b
> </ span > ’ , ’\\0 ’) " , ’ > ’ . $message . ’ < ’) , 1 , -1) ) ;

This is particularly interesting as this injection vulnerability is a special type
of the script injection seen in Table 1. The actual injection takes place in the
preg_replace function, which uses a regular expression with “e” modifier. This
modifier makes PHP evaluate a dynamically constructed expression containing
user-originated variable $highlight_match as PHP code (underlined part of line
9).
The injection occurs because the urldecode function decodes the URL-encoded
single quote, which is subsequently used in the string constant in the expression
evaluated by PHP. This vulnerability would have been prevented by CSSE if
the string operations explode, trim, htmlspecialchars, urldecode, str_replace,
substr, preg_replace and preg_quote and all the output vectors for dynamic
code evaluation (e.g., eval, preg_replace) had been instrumented.
The context-sensitive syntactical analysis in CSSE offers a comprehensive solution to script injections. Before execution, CSSE assesses whether dynamically
evaluated code contains user-originated input in a safe context. In the case of
this vulnerability, the context was a single-quoted string constant with a single
quote as metacharacter, but other contexts for code evaluation are also possible
(e.g., numeric constant, double-quoted string constant). Properly instrumented
output vectors would prevent this family of script-injection vulnerabilities.

